Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. cookie, thief, honey, jelly, leader
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

2. thirteen, agree, achieve, freezing, eager
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

3. receipt, cotton, repeating, relieved, cousin
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

4. building, beetle, breeze, shiny, brief
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

5. speaking, stream, slimy, season, seamstress
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________
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Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. cookie, thief, honey, jelly, leader
   
   cookie, honey, jelly, leader, thief

2. thirteen, agree, achieve, freezing, eager
   
   achieve, agree, eager, freezing, thirteen

3. receipt, cotton, repeating, relieved, cousin
   
   cotton, cousin, receipt, relieved, repeating

4. building, beetle, breeze, shiny, brief
   
   beetle, breeze, brief, building, shiny

5. speaking, stream, slimy, season, seamstress
   
   seamstress, season, slimy, speaking, stream
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